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Foreword
My reverential pranaams at the Lotus Feet
of my Sadguru, Bhagawan Sri Sathya Sai Baba ,
who, in His immense grace, has given me an
opportunity to act as His instrument, in His Divine
Mission of “Vedaupasana, Bhakta Samrakhshana,
Patitoddharana
and
Dharmasamstha”
by
spreading the message of “Love All Serve All” laid
on the basic eternal principles of five core human
values - Sathya, Dharma, Shanti, Prema & Ahimsa
and by reiterating the fundamental concept of
“Fatherhood of God and Brotherhood of Man”
into the hearts of the humanity.
As District President of the Sri Sathya Sai
Seva Organisation of Dinajpur (South) District of
West Bengal, this is one of my rarest opportunities
to express my sincere gratitude to our respected
State President, State Vice-Presidents and State
Co-ordinators who have extended their guidance
and co-operations in augmenting Sai activities in
this District in tune with the State and National
Level agenda of our organisation. I also take the
opportunity to bow my head in appreciation of the

relentless sacrifices made by our District Coordinators, Samithi Convenors and Co-ordinators
and His devotees
This Annual Report is a small effort to
anecdote the origin & history of the Organisation
in the District of Dinajpur (South), present
Organisational structure, some statistical reports
which exhibit the regular activities in the
organizational framework, some special activity
reports and future plans.
I would again invoke the blessings of our
beloved Bhagawan, that He guides us in His
mission and that we can carry forward His
Message exactly the way He Wishes.
Jai Sai Ram.
Ever in Sai Service,
Amaresh Das
District President

Since times immemorial, India had always been the teacher who propagated truth and righteousness to
the world. This is the reason why the dictum “Speak the truth, follow righteousness” reverberates through every
corner of this country. Our countrymen should realise that the greatest welfare of the country is ensured when
such sacred virtues like truth and righteousness are propagated with tolerance and understanding. One should
expand the heart with such sacred virtues. Hankering after scientific knowledge without focusing on wisdom is
certain to be of no use. That is why it is better to have one person with a kind heart than a hundred intellectuals.
This single person with a good heart can bring about a far greater change for the better in the world.

Sri Sathya Sai
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Sri Sathya Sai Seva Organisations
The Sri Sathya Sai Seva Organisations, founded by Bhagawan
Sri Sathya Sai Baba in the year 1965, is a service organisation with
a spiritual core and base to benefit all mankind irrespective of
religion, caste, creed or sect. The Organisation serves as a
platform for its members to undertake service and other activities
motivated by an urge for one's own transformation with the aim
of realising one's inherent divinity.
Without any distinction of religion, nationality, race, socioeconomic status, either for those who work in the Organisation or
for those who are served by it, the Organisation transcends all
barriers leading humanity towards the ideal of 'Fatherhood of God
and Brotherhood of Man'.
The concept of fees or membership subscription is alien to the
Sri Sathya Sai Seva Organisations, for there cannot be any fee or
subscription for one's journey towards his own self.

The organisation functions through its primary units called as
Samithis and Bhajan Mandalis of which individuals - from different
strata of society, different ethnic groups pursuing different
religions and faiths -are members bound by the dictum of “Love
all, Serve All” and pursue their own sadhana towards selftransformation following the path of selfless service to humanity.
At no point is an individual asked to follow a certain religion
or rituals. On the contrary each is inspired to follow his own faith
so as to ensure that a Hindu becomes a better Hindu, a Muslim
becomes a better Muslim, a Christian becomes a better Christian
and so on. In fact, this spiritual basis inspires everyone to pursue
his own religion better by putting into practice Love and
Selflessness. That is why the Organisation features in its emblem
the symbols of the major religions of the world.

The Organisations named after Me are not to be used for publicising My Name, or creating a new cult around My worship ….They must
render seva (service) to the helpless, the sick, the distressed, the illiterate and the needy. Their seva (selfless service) should not be exhibitionistic; it
must seek no reward, not even gratitude or thanks from the recipients. Seva is sadhana (spiritual exercise), not a pastime of the rich and well placed.
You must have the firm belief that the aim of this Organisation is to remove the obstacles that keep man away from God, that separate
maanavathwa (Humanity) from Maadhavathwa (Divinity).. This Organisation must elevate the human into the Divine.”

Sri Sathya Sai
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WINGS OF THE ORGANISATION
Sri Sathya Sai Seva Organisations functions
under three wings viz. (i) Spiritual, (ii) Education, and
(iii) Service. Each activity in a wing is directed to
facilitate and help the members in their own
spiritual advancement. Although, the nature of
activities undertaken under different wings appear
to be distinct and dissimilar, but there is an inherent
interrelationship amongst all the three wings. The
three wings stand for Worship, Wisdom and Work.

Spirituality and Service are complementary to
each other. Spirituality is the motivational force
behind service and service is the fulfillment of
spirituality. Therefore, spiritual concepts learnt
through education must be put into practice in form
of service to humanity. Thus, in order to successfully
realise the objective of joining the Sai Organisation,
one must participate in activities of all the three
wings.

Activities under different wings of the Organisation

Spiritual Wing
•Bhajan
•Nagarsankeertan
•Study Circle
•Sadhana Camps
•Study of Sai Literature
•Meditation, and
•Others

Educational Wing
•Non-formal education of
children in the age group of
5-14 years through valuesbased educational training
•Bal-Vikas
•Educare
•Parenting Programmes

Service Wing
•Gram Seva
•Service in Slums
•Medical Camps and Health
Care
•Sanitation activities
•Visit to orphanges, old age
homes etc.
•Disaster relief
•Feeding the poor
•Free Coaching Classes, and
•Others

ADMINISTRATION OF THE ORGANISATION
Headed by an All India President who is
supported by the National Vice Presidents and State
Presidents, the Organisation functions like a welloiled machine, focused on its purpose, clear in its
vision and dedicated in its efforts to live up to
Swami's message “Love All, Serve All”.
The Samithis and the Bhajan Mandalis constitute
a genuine spiritual movement where the members
are united by a common bond Love for God and
Service to fellow human beings.

at Prashanthi Nilayam, at medical camps, doing
Narayan seva or the Bal-Vikas gurus who work with
young children to imbibe in them a desire to follow
the five human values of Truth, Righteousness, Love,
Peace and Non-violence, or the teachers who
having undergone the training in EHV help in
guiding the young minds towards the higher goals
of life or the Sai Youth who work tirelessly in the Sri
Sathya Sai Village Integrated Programme bound by
one goal of practicing the ancient dictum of “Service
to Man is Service to God”.

The members of the organisation work as one
cohesive unit whether as sevadals providing service
SRI SATHYA SAI SEVA ORGANISATIONS, DINAJPUR (SOUTH)
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THE 9 POINT CODE OF CONDUCT AND 10 PRINCIPLES
Every member of the Organisation is expected to undertake Sadhana (spiritual discipline) as an integral
part of his/her daily life by observing by the following Nine Point Code of Conduct which has been given
by Sri Sathya Sai Baba for one's spiritual and personal development. In addition, the ten principles that form
the core of guidance for all the members of the Organisation as ordained by Baba himself are also produced
hereunder. The nine-point code of conduct and the ten principles are fundamental to the spiritual
development of the members of Sai Organisations.
9 Point Code of Conduct

10 Guiding Principles

❖ Daily meditation and prayer.

❖ Treat as sacred the land in which you were
born. Have patriotism to your nation - but do
not criticise other nations or put others down.
Not even in your thoughts or dreams should
you think of bringing grief to your country.

❖ Devotional singing/prayer with members of
one’s family once a week.
❖ Participation in Bal Vikas programme by
children of the family conducted by the
Organisation.

❖ Respect all religions equally.
❖ Recognise humanity as one family - treat
everyone as a family member - love all

❖ Attendance at least once a month at Bhajan
or Nagar Sankeertan programme conducted
by the Organisation.
❖ Participation in community service and other
programmes of the Organisation.
❖ Regular study of Sai literature.
❖ Speak softly and lovingly with everyone with
whom he comes into contact.
❖ Not to indulge in talking ill of others
especially in their absence.
❖ Putting into practice the principle of “Ceiling
on Desires” and utilise any savings thereby
generated for the service of the mankind.

❖ Keep your house and surroundings clean - for
this will promote hygiene and health.
❖ Practice charity - but do not encourage
beggars by giving money. Provide food,
clothing, shelter and help them in other ways
(do not encourage laziness)
❖ Never give a bribe or take bribe - never give
into corruption.
❖ Curb envy and jealously; expand your vision
and outlook, Treat all equally regardless of
caste or creed.
❖ Be self-reliant. You may be wealthy and have
servants to do your bidding, but service to
society must be done by yourself.
❖ Have and cultivate 'Love for God and fear of
sin'.

❖ Never go against the laws of the land; follow
these diligently both in word and in spirit. Be
an exemplary citizen.

SRI SATHYA SAI SEVA ORGANISATIONS, DINAJPUR (SOUTH)
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Sri Sathya Sai Seva Organisations,
Dinajpur (South)
BRIEF HISTORY
The sapling of Sri Sathya Sai Seva Organisations

the World Conference, Raiganj Samithi was formed

of erstwhile Dinajpur West was sown in Raiganj

by the encouragement of Sri B.C. Ghosh of

Samithy through the hands of Late Radha Krishna

Jalpaiguri at Krishna Bhandar, Radha Krishna

Agarwala. So far known, Sri Agarwala went to

Agarwala happened to be the key person in forming

Kolkata for his own cause sometime in the year
1972; and there he met a Saint who blessed him

this Raiganj Samithy; other participants with him
were : (1) Late Basantalal Sharma (2) Prof. Shohanlal

saying that he would go to Sri Sathya Sai Baba and

Jhaowar and his wife (3) Dr. Kalyan Singh (4)

that would bring all good for him. He also told him

Jyotirmoy Roy and few others.

to meet Madhuri Amma who worships Sai Baba
every day. Sri Agarwala met her and witnessed the
manifestation of Vibhuti in her house from the
photo of Sri Sathya Sai Baba. This incident
impressed him a lot and he brought Sri Sathya Sai
Baba’s photo to Raiganj and began organising
bhajan in his own house. In 1973, Mr. & Mrs. Sharma
(a Nepali couple) helped him very much in
arranging and holding Bhajans at Raiganj.

Dr. Kalyan Singh, Sri Shyam Sundar Sharma, Smt.
Rekha Dey and Sri Subrata Dey started health and
hygiene program and Gram Seva Activities. In 1983,
Smt. Rekha Dey went to attend the Balvikas World
Conference

held

at Puttaparthi.

Number

of

devotees started increasing thereafter. Besides
Bhajan, other activities like Balvikas, Cleaning and
Sanitation, Narayan Seva and Nagarsangkirtan were

Sri Sohanlal Seth of Delhi sent an invitation

started slowly. Many devotees of West Dinajpur
District attended the World Conference in 1985 and

through telegram to Radha Krishna Agarwala for

Sevadal Conference in 1986 at Puttaparthi. The

darshan of Sri Sathya Sai Baba at Talkotra.

devotees took part as Sevadal at Puttaparthi in

Immediately, he set out to meet Sri Sohanlal Seth.

1987.

But when he met him, he was taken aback! He told
Sri. Agarwala that he (Sohanlal Seth) didn’t send any
telegram at all! However, at Darshan Line Swami
appeared before Agarwala as Maata Kali and it

Late Manjul Banerjee was the then Coordinator
of this zone comprising of three districts, viz.,
Birbhum, Malda & West Dinajpur.

disappointed him as he didn’t want to see Swami in

In 1997, Sri Hirendra Nath Munshi, a teacher by

that form. Next day, while again in the Darshan Line,

profession, became the Convenor of Raiganj

he witnessed Swami in His beautiful form and was

Samithy. In 1998 Sri Hirendra Nath Munshi was

filled in ecstasy.

appointed as the first District President of West

Later, Agarwala went as a delegate to the World
Conference at Puttaparthi in 1975. Returning from

Dinajpur while Sri Debasish Das took the charge of
Convenor of Raiganj Samithi. During that period,
Gram Seva at Baraduary and Subhashganj besides

SRI SATHYA SAI SEVA ORGANISATIONS, DINAJPUR (SOUTH)
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Hospital Cleaning, Homeopathic Treatment Camp,

Formerly, the nomenclature of the district was

Blood Grouping Camp were the activities of the

West Dinajpur which later divided into two separate
districts carrying the names of Dinajpur North &

District.
In 2002, Sri Asit Roy was the Convenor of the
Raiganj Samithi. Road Cleaning, Study Circle,

Dinajpur South. Shree Shyam Sundar Sharma was
continuing as District President of both the districts.

Balvikas Classes, Gram Seva were the main activities

In 2015, at the District Presidents’ Conference

of the Raiganj Samithi under the leadership of Sri

held at Balurghat, the then State President Sri

Roy.

Shyamal Sur declared Sri Amaresh Das as the
District President of Dinajpur South District. Shree

In 2004, Sri Shyam Sundar Sharma became the
District President of West Dinajpur District and Sri
Atanu Das became the Convenor of Raiganj Samithi.
Shree Sharma opened new Bhajan Groups at
Kaliyaganj, Balurghat & Jharbari. Railway Station
cleaning on every Sunday was the then added to
other activities. During this time, Balurghat started
becoming the epicenter of Sai Activities in the
southern part of the district. Number of devotees
flocked together and took up various activities
under the banner of Balurghat Samithi with greater
enthusiasm.

Shyam Sundar Sharma continued as the District
President of Dinajpur North District.
The district has a good mix of experienced
members and youth who have been working
together to put into practice His Message of “Love
All Serve All” with the ultimate mission of
‘Transforming Self to Transform the World’. The
district being very young in terms of years is an
independent district. The sevadals and devotees are
putting their heart and soul to lead along the path
as shown by the State Organisation and promise to
come up to expectations of all in the coming years.

What is karuña (compassion)? Seeing a person in distress and verbally expressing sympathy is not
compassion. Compassion must express itself in action to relieve the suffering. Nor should you adopt an attitude
of aloofness or indifference on the plea that each one is suffering for his or her own folly. Though suffering may
be due to one’s mistakes—mistakes to which everyone is prone—we should seek to remedy such suffering just
as we try to get rid of our own suffering. Some people try to show off their sympathy by setting up charitable
institutions like hospitals.
True compassion should emanate from the heart. It should not find expression in outward manifestations
which only reveal one’s vanity. In the Sathya Sai Organisations there is no place for such demonstrations of
vanity. Everything that is done to help the poor or the suffering should be based on the feelings coming from
the heart and appealing to the hearts of those who are helped.

Sri Sathya Sai
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OVERVIEW
Sri Sathya Sai Seva Organisations is

Statistical Overview

functional in Dinajpur (South) with
members from various cross sections of
society and different faiths. With 1
Samithis and 3 Bhajan Mandalis, the
Organisation serves as a platform for its
members

to

undertake

spiritual

practices through its various wings such
as spiritual, education and service for

3

2

Samithis

Bhajan
Mandalis

Adopted
Village

160

35

50

Members

Gents Youth

Ladies Youth

1

their own betterment.
The thrust is on self-transformation
for it is only individual transformation
that would ultimately lead to global
transformation.

ACTIVITIES
The members of the Organisation are involved in various activities on regular basis which primarily
includes Spiritual Study Circles, Community Bhajan, Nagarsankirtan through the spiritual wing; Bal-Vikas
and Parenting programmes through the Education Wing and various service activities through the service
wing. Importance is given to regular service activities as only through constant involvement in good work
can self-transformation be achieved. Service activities which are regularly undertaken at Samithis for the
transformation of the members and for the benefit of the society include visits to leprosy, correctional and
old age homes, medical camps in villages, Narayan-seva, free coaching classes, vocational training for
employability enhancement of the villagers, sanitation at public functions, fairs, and public urinal cleaning.

Worship of God in temples and shrines has its place in sanctifying time and in sublimating the instincts
and impulses. Inquiry into reality has its use in clearing the fog of doubt. But activity in the shape of seva
(selfless service), charged with love, fulfils the aims of all paths of the Godhead, says the Bhagavad-Gita. All
hands are His. All eyes and all faces and mouths are His. He works through all hands. He walks through all
feet. He sees through each eye. He eats and speaks through every mouth. Everything is He. Every step is His.
Every look, every speech, every act is His. That is the lesson that seva instils.

Sri Sathya Sai
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The following table broadly categorises the different activities that are undertaken by the Samithis across
the District.

SPECTRUM OF ACTIVITIES

Spiritual

Educare
•

Service

Educational

•

Medicare

Sociocare

Study Circles for Adults and

•

Community Bhajans

Youth

•

Nagar Sankirtan

•

Conference/Retreats Sadhana Camps

•

Parents’ Awareness programs on

Bal Vikas Classes based on
human values

Parenting

•

Bal-Vikas and Guru training

•

Parenting Workshops

•

Free Coaching and Tuition

•

Medical Centers

•

National Narayan Seva Programme

Centers

•

Medical Camps in villages

•

Visit to Leprosy Villages, Correctional

•

Computer Training

•

Eye Camps

•

Spoken English

•

Blood Grouping Camps

•

Adult Education

•

Blood Donation Camps

•

Literacy programs

•

Dental Treatment Camps

•

Veterinary Camps

Homes, Orphanages, Hospital,
Disabled/ Old Age Homes
•

Narayan Seva

•

Service Camps

•

Vocational Training Centers

•

Employability enhancement
programmes for village youth

•

Sanitation at different government run
hospitals, fairs, and public places
including public urinals

•

Disaster Management Awareness
programmes in Schools/Colleges and
other institutions

There is no meaning in preaching spirituality to a starving person. Feed the hungry. Offer solace and encouragement to
those in distress and despair. The educated should try to teach the illiterate and open the minds of the ignorant to wider vistas
of knowledge. The educated persons may be doctors, lawyers or businessmen. Doctors should be ready to render free medical
service to the poor. Lawyers should be helpful to those who are in need of legal aid but who cannot afford to pay for their
services. Businessmen should be content to keep a reasonable income for their needs and utilise the surplus for charitable
purposes. It is rare to find such persons. The wealthy should realise that money should be earned by righteous means and used
for right purposes. True happiness can be got only from wealth acquired by fair means. Money got through exploitation of
others will lead to suffering in one way or another.

Sri Sathya Sai
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A summary account of regular activities that have been undertaken during the period covered by this
report is depicted in the following table.
Activities

Total Number of
Participants

Total Number

Devotional Singing

Spiritual

No. of. Community Bhajan Centers

80

1500

Nagar Sankirtan

No. of. Bhajans Held

36

720

Study Circles
Conference/Retreats/Sadhana Camps

18
12

270
300

Educational

Activities

Total Number of
Students

Total Number

Bal Vikas Centers
(i)

Urban

1

10

(ii)

Rural

(iii)

School

3
1

27
45

Total (i+ii+iii)

5

82

Bal Vikas Gurus

5

Activity

Service

7

Total Number of
Beneficiaries

Total Number

Visit to:
Orphanages

1

60

Hospital

4

700

10

2000

3
1

200
160

2
2

35
180

50
650 kgs

In thousands
210

Camps:
Narayan Seva
Veterinary Camps
Eye Camps
Free Coaching Centers
Medical Centers
Sanitation (Public Urinals)
National Narayan Seva

I do not waste even a drop of water because water is God. Air is also a form of God. That is why I switch
off the fan immediately when it is not required. Some people keep the light on throughout the night even if it is
not required. But I switch on the light when it is necessary and at once switch it off when it is not needed. This
is not miserliness. I am not a miser. I am the embodiment of sacrifice. But I don’t like to waste anything. Use
everything as much as it is necessary. But people today are misusing the five elements.

Sri Sathya Sai
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Glimpses of few activities
Cleaning & Sanitation
While the society lays impetus to the need for
cleanliness, Swami emphatically marks ‘Cleanliness is
next to Godliness’; cleaning public toilets & urinals
therefore has been a humble effort to follow our Lord’s
maxim, which is done regularly amidst fun and banter,
encouraging the public to respond positively to such
endeavors.

Never think that society cannot progress if you do not render
service. Society does not depend on you. If not you, someone else
will do the needful. God governs everything. In the first
instance, try to understand the meaning of the word “service”.
It is possible to understand this once you understand who you
are. You are a manava (human being). Manava does not
mean the physical form alone. It is synonymous with the
principle of the Atma.

Youth undertaking Public Urinal Cleaning

Sri Sathya Sai

Educational Assistance

The educated masses form the backbone of the
society. In an effort to encourage even the most
destitute to continue their guest for knowledge, free
coaching camps have been set up around the district
where children from the lower strata are taught with
sincerity by both professional teachers and educated
members of samithi.

Teach the illiterates in the villages how to read and write and
broaden their vision. Visit the slums in the cities and instruct
them how to avoid disease and maintain health. Welcome the
slum dwellers into your group and work together with them to
make the area clean and attractive. Once you take up seva
(selfless service) you will discover many ways of doing good.

Free coaching class in progress

Sri Sathya Sai
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Narayan Seva
Weekly Narayan Seva is held at selected villages where parcels of prepared food are distributed to the
needy villagers; to ascertain the number of beneficiaries, a survey is conducted by the members of the
samithi. Thereafter nutritious food is given to those with the greatest need. National Narayan Seva is
observed with Daridra Narayan being provided with freshly prepared food by the members of the samithi.

Dry food items distribution under National Narayan Seva

Orphanage Visit
One of the greatest evils of society has been
abandonment of children. While the fortunate
among them find shelter in orphanages, they are
hardly given the love needed to nourish the
budding hearts. Our sevadals thereby visit them
regularly, not to feed and clothe them only, but
to provide them with the laughter and joy that
brings sunshine to their lives.

Everyone in the world is a servant and not a master.
All relationships—husband and wife, mother and child,
the employer and employee—are based on mutual
service. The world is progressing because of such mutual
service. If the principle of service did not operate, the world
would come to a halt.

Sri Sathya Sai

Sevadal at the orphanage
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Tree Plantation
In an effort to re-populate the world with flora and fauna, tree plantation is done on selective days in
different parts of the district. Our mahila sevadals are taking a leading role in this endeavor.

Sevadals on the Tree Plantation Mission

God will not ask you when and where you did service? He will ask, with what motive did you do it? What
was the intention that prompted you? You may weigh the service and boast of its quantity. But God seeks
quality - the quality of heart, the purity of mind, the holiness of motive.

Sri Sathya Sai
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Office Bearers
CURRENT OFFICE BEARERS OF THE DISTRICT
Name

Designation

Contact Details

Amaresh Das

District President

Mobile : 9475508989
Email : grihakon.ac@gmail.com

Jaya Ghosh Das

District Service Coordinator

Mobile : 8617849158

(Ladies)
Milan Basak

District Service Coordinator
(Gents)

Mobile : 9434964335

Anita Roy

District Spiritual Coordinator

Mobile : 7384695521

(Ladies)
Biplab Singha Roy

District Spiritual Coordinator

Mobile : 9734083257

(Gents)
Piyanka Roy

District Youth Coordinator

Mobile : 8250298477

(Ladies)
Gopal Seal

District Youth Coordinator

Mobile : 8918732915

(Gents)

PAST DISTRICT PRESIDENTS
Name

Period

Sri. Manjul Kumar Banerjee

1992 – 2000

Sri. Shyam Sundar Sharma

2000 – 2014

Sri. Amaresh Das

2015 – Present

Love does not depend or give any authority. Our discipline should be associated with love. None of the
procedures laid down in our Organisation should be rigid and enforced like in the military. The only “force”
to be used here should be that of love. Speak with love. If a fault is detected, it should be addressed and
corrected with love. Love should play the dominant role for everything.
That is why it is said:
Start the day with love; Spend the day with love;
Fill the day with love; End the day with love;
This is the way to God.

Sri Sathya Sai
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O Lord, take my love, and let it flow in fullness of devotion to Thee;
O Lord, take my hands, and let them work incessantly for Thee;
O Lord, take my soul, and let it be merged in One with Thee;
O Lord, take my mind and thoughts, and let them be in tune with Thee;
O Lord, take my everything, and let me be an instrument to work for Thee.

SRI SATHYA SAI SEVA ORGANISATIONS, DINAJPUR (SOUTH)
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